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Proposed Rule
A person on the suspended list shall not be allowed to participate, contest or hold any official position or perform any
duty at a WPRA rodeo or barrel race.
Any time a member’s name appears on the suspended list they cannot act on any official capacity unless reconsidered
and sanctioned by the Board.
Anyone bringing suit against the Association will be permanently suspended.
A rodeo committee will have two chances to improve their ground. If not deemed safe and improved by second year
they will not be approved the third year.
(We discussed this idea a couple years back. Would like to see it implemented next year.)

Stacey Freitas

New rule - Rule 1.4.5. In the event in any suit brought by a member, a final non-appealable order is entered providing
that the member is liable to the WPRA for attorneys’ fees, or costs, or money for any reason whatsoever, the member’s
privileges of the Association including competing or participating in any contest approved by the WPRA will immediately
be suspended, or if already suspended continue to be suspended, until the financial liability to the WPRA is satisfied in
full.
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Jolee Jordan

Re Instate Rules 1.2.2 & 1.2.2.1 — which was in the rulebook prior to 2010.
1.2.3 Special meetings of the members may be held at such time and place as may be designated in the notice,
whenever called in writing by direction of the President or by a majority of the Board of Directors, or by petition signed
by not less than twenty percent (20%) of the active members then in good standing.
1.2.2.1 Notice of each special meeting indicating briefly the object or objects thereof shall be given in the same manner
as provided with respect to notice of annual meetings.
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WPRA Office

Amend rule 1.2.3 to include the following sentence (again from rulebooks prior to 2010): In the absence of all such
officers, members present may elect a chairwoman.
Amend rule 1.2.3.2 (back to pre-2010 language): The minutes of general membership meetings shall be printed in the
Women’s Pro Rodeo News and on the WPRA web site.
2.2.3 Revert back to language in 2018 Rule book.
3.4.2 Revert back to language in 2019 rule book.

3.4.6.- Request removal of this rule
Change rule 3.4.6:
3.4.6. Any WPRA card member who competes in both WPRA and WPRA Roping events may vote for both a circuit
director and the WPRA Roping director. and wishes to vote for WPRA Roping director, must designate Roping on the
membership application, otherwise she will only be allowed to vote in her designated circuit. Such designation would
be for three (3) years.

8.6.2. Protest of Money Won and Rodeo Count—At the end
of each rodeo year the top 25 in each circuit will be provided
a statement of their money won and rodeo count. A member
of the top 25 may protest their money won or rodeo count or
that of another in the top 25, provided that the statement sent
by the WPRA will be final unless a protest, signed by the
member and specifying the basis for the protest, is received
by the WPRA within 14 days of the issuance of the statement.
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9.2.2.1. It is the right of any member to protest any fine she receives. Member must pay fine and then submit
a letter of protest to the WPRA office to be reviewed and determined by the Protest Committee. All protests
and payment of fines must be received in the WPRA office no later than sixty (60) days from the
happening or event The decision and action of such Protest Committee shall be final and binding upon all
parties, subject to an appeal to the Board of Directors. Such appeal shall be made by delivering to the
Secretary of the Association with 14 days of the Protest Committee’s decision notice that the aggrieved party
desires an appeal. The appealing party will be responsible for the cost incurred by obtaining witnesses in her
behalf and to insure the payment of such costs. Failure to comply will result in member being ineligible to
enter.
10.1.13
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Cindy Gillespie

d. No rodeo series may be co approved.
e. No limited rodeos may be co approved.
10.3.5.1 - There will be no fill-ins for a short go
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Kayla Jones

WPRA Office

Proposed Change - A short-go will be filled by dropping down to next contestant if a contestant turns out of a short go
due to conflict or injury.

10.4.3. Buddy System- Request the addition- WPRA office must receive all required information (name,
relationship, PRCA ID #, Marriage license if applicable) by the membership dues date in order to buddy.
These details will be important as we go to the online entry system.
12.2.1. Contestants appearance must be neat, clean and professional . Any contestant whose appearance is deemed

unprofessional will be fined. The fine will be $100.00. Contestants must wear long sleeve shirts that are collared and
have either buttons, snaps or full length zipper on the front of the shirt. Also shirt must be tucked in. Jeans without
holes, western boos western hat (helmets are acceptable for all WPRA competitions) must be worn for all rodeo
Eileen Lang-Kramme
performances and slack.
Please have those words to this rule that are in bold.
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12.9.2. If a rodeo is approved and set up for ten (10) runs, the ground must be worked after ten (10). If a
rodeo is approved and set up for twelve (12) runs, the ground must be worked after twelve (12) runs. In both
instances, turn- outs and releases must be included in the count.
Add: if a committee warrants need to preserve ground integrity to provide for the betterment of our sport
Amy Stevens-Watters and offers equal additional drags/ hand rake, beyond the standard set in ground rules they shall be
permitted with judge/director approval as long as it is before first horse runs. Example if there is 10 in a perf
(1,2,5) Example 12 in a perf (1,2,3,6). Example 15 in a perf ( 1,3,5). Example 8 in a perf (1,2,4). No committee
should be discouraged from providing additional equal drags.

12.9.2.1. If a rodeo is approved and set up to have either ten (10) or twelve (12) contestants in a paid
performance , and there is a Procom or WPRA error requiring that the number of competitors in the
performance must increase over what was approved, a hand rake or tractor drag is required. If committee
chooses they can run after the performance with a drag before.
Add: if a committee would like to provide additional equal drags in order to balance their performance they
Amy Stevens-Watters are permitted with judge/director approval with notice posted to all contestants via procom revised call back
or office email before event starts preferably within 24 hours of call back once mistake is recognized. If the
error affects more than one performance a redraw should be performed.
EXAMPLE: Example if you have rodeo set up for 8 and a mistake requires 10 in a perf a drag or rake on 1,2, or
5 through out entire event is a option.
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15.2.1.1 Protest of Money Won and Rodeo Count—At
the end of each rodeo year the top 25 will be provided
an audited statement of their money won and rodeo
count. A member of the top 25 may protest their money
won or rodeo count or that of another in the top 25, provided
that the statement sent by the WPRA will be final
unless a protest, signed by the member and specifying
the basis for the protest, is received by the WPRA within
14 days of the issuance of the statement.
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Julie Herman

Have the date of the year end for the breakaway and barrel racing be the same. September 30th, starting in 2021.
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Jordan Jo Fabrizio

WPRA
Tour

Stacey Freitas

Roping catch
Currently not bell collar catch
Would like to implement bell collar, must go over livestock’s head and be around the neck. No legs, tailhead, etc in the
loop.
(I can provide more info if needed)

Timing from the tenths to the hundredths. From 2.2 to 2.22.

Rule Proposal for WPRA Tour
I would like to propose to change how points are awarded if the day money system is used at a WPRA Tour rodeo.
In the past, if the day money system is used at a WPRA Tour rodeo, two sets of points have been awarded to both
sections of day money paid, which allowed for two winners to receive 15 points at a single event.
I propose that points be pro-rated between the sections just as prize money is pro-rated.
I propose we implement the recommendation from Montana Circuit Director Dillon McPherson to pro-rate points.
Prorated points, based on how you would do a prorated payoff. 82 total points would have been awarded had the
rodeo paid off normally with no day pay. 82 points/46 contestants=1.7826086957 points per contestant *12 in the 1st
section= 21.39 total points for 1st section *34 in the 2nd section=60.61 total points for 2nd section. Then I used the
payoff percentages for 6 places for the 1st section and 10 places for the 2nd section, since the guidelines for applying
tour points are not based on number of entries or figured by percentages, instead number of places paid and just that
1st always gets 15 points and last gets 1 point.
The following is from the WPRA website on how points are awarded.
Points: Points awarded by the # of places:
4 places: 15, 10, 5, 1
6 places: 15, 12, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1
8 places: 15, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1
10 places: 15, 13.5, 12, 10.5, 9, 7.5, 6, 4.5, 3, 1
12 places: 15, 14, 13, 11.5, 10, 9, 8.5, 7, 5.5, 4, 2.5, 1
15 places: 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

